
• A journalism school or university

• A membership organisation, 
 but an independent foundation

• A journalist’s association or union

• A for-profit company or consultancy, 
 but a non-profit NGO

• An EU institution

• A Dutch organisation, but an   
 international one, albeit registered  
 in the Netherlands

• A grant giving foundation

THE EJC IS NOT

• A variety of topical websites

• Books

• Scientific papers

• Blogs

• Media news 

THE EJC PUBLISHES

• Journalistic capacity in the field

• New tools of the journalism trade

• International conferences

• Collaborative publishing platforms

• Topical websites

• Remote learning modules

THE EJC DEVELOPS

• Emerging trends in journalism

• The European media landscapes

• Current developments in journalism 
 and journalism training

• The emerging new public spheres
 on the internet

• The role of social networks

THE EJC RESEARCHES

THE IN A NUTSHELL
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• Working journalists

• Journalism trainers

• Journalism students

• Media managers

• Scientists

• Members of the blogosphere

• Multipliers from NGOs, charities
 and non-profit organisations

THE EJC TRAINS

• With journalism schools and other  
 training institutions

• With publication houses and   
 broadcasting operations

• With companies in the media   
 and ICT sector

• With members of the blogosphere

• With networks and associations   
 of professional journalists

• With the academic community

• With individual journalists

THE EJC COOPERATES



• Data driven journalism

• Citizen journalism and social media

• Research tools for journalists

• Press freedom

• Media training for non-journalists

• Newsroom management and editorial leadership

Relying on its extensive network of regional and national journalism experts, the EJC offers mid-career training for journalists 
all over the continent and worldwide. Areas of expertise include:

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

OVERALL OBJECTIVES

• To promote high-quality journalism through professional training

• To provide a forum for discussion, debate, and exchanges of views and experience for journalists 

• To support high standards of journalism in developing countries

• To develop and improve innovative tools of the trade

• To monitor and reflect on the present and future challenges facing the media

• To create and support networks among media professionals

The EJC plays a unique role at the European level as a partner and organiser for media companies, professional organisations, 
journalism schools, and governmental bodies seeking to establish communication activities and projects.

COOPERATIONS

The EJC closely follows emerging trends in journalism and watchdogs the interplay between media economy and media culture. 
It also explores the impact of new technological tools and developments on journalism. It monitors media effects and conducts 
evaluation studies across borders, and implements improvement strategies for all kinds of communication efforts. The EJC always 
keeps product quality and a pluralistic public sphere in mind.

RESEARCH

MEDIA DEVELOPMENT

Since its inception, the EJC is playing a vital role in media development initiatives in the new and emerging democracies of Central, 
Eastern and South-Eastern Europe as well in developing countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and South America. Its initiatives 
focus on knowledge transfer, media management training, and projects to establish and safeguard press freedom and high ethical 
standards. The EJC focuses on the improvement and expansion of journalism training curricula, media centre networks, visibility 
strategies, and sustainable business models.

• To enable and improve coverage of European issues and policies

• To facilitate access to in-depth information

• To facilitate access to key officials as well as independent experts

• To support journalists in developing engaging reporting angles

No matter what the medium, journalists are the most important information brokers between the European Union 
and its citizens. The briefings and workshops of the European Journalism Centre are designed:

SEMINARS ON EUROPE
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The European Journalism Centre, with its head office in Maastricht and a branch office in Brussels, is an independent, 
international, non-profit foundation dedicated to maintaining the highest standards in journalism in particular and the 
media in general, primarily through the further training of journalists and media professionals, and through the 
development of impartial communication tools. Founded in 1992 in Maastricht, the Netherlands, the EJC hosts each year 
some 1,000 journalists in seminars and briefings on European affairs. It also engages in a wide variety of journalistic training 
and capacity-building projects.


